EXCEL SKYPE

ABOUT EXCEL SKYPE
SKYPE course is course as per the customer
demand which contain anything Excel, Ms Word
or Power Point. It is art of thinking, visualizing
and evaluating the Excel with our personal and
live tutor. At the end of the course we will
provide you E-book for fast track revision.
The ideal candidate for the Course: This course is
suitable for those persons who have no idea
about excel or have little idea about excel or have
knowledge regarding excel but they cannot
visualise the unleash power of excel.
Others Courses
Currently we have about 9 courses in EXCEL, to
make you excel in EXCEL. The fees and content of
the course is on the
http://vikominstitute.com/all-courses-2/
© VIKOM INSTITUTE – WWW.VIKOMINSTITUTE.COM
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EXECUTION OF THE COURSE
 Course will start after receiving the payment only
 The cost of the course is Rs. 7,000 or $ 105 which customer have to pay in
advance only.
 You can ask your query live.
After giving the payment we will provide you SKYPE ID to join the classes.
If you think you have taken the courses then you can drop a email to us, we will
provide you the E-book and will get your feedback from you.
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COURSE HIGHLIGHTS
 Course will be dealt by various professionals expert in Excel, VBA, finance, cost,
accounts, auditing, software developing and so on.
 There is the download section on the website to download the EXCEL files used
in the videos
Industry Practical solutions.
 After completion of course we will provide a E-book, which provide you fast track
revision of the course.
 You can choose only one hour on Saturday & Sunday from 08:00 PM to 11: 00
PM
This course is in English language but Indian customers can also ask their query
in Hindi language also
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ABOUT

We all know EXCEL is a powerful tool now a days.
Even excel left behind the customized software.
Therefore VIKOM INSTITUTE has taken initiative
to give that powerful sword of Excel to everyone.
VIKOM INSTITUTE is an institute which provide
EXCEL courses to all over world. It is a common
pool of various professional which deals
in Software developing, VBA, Excel, Finance,
Costing, Taxation, Accounts and so on.
We don't believe in just excel we believe in EXCEL
+ ACCELERATOR i.e. Exceler.
We don't want to say about us more we hope our
work will tell you about us.
: +91-9213331108 ,
: vikominstitute@gmail.com

WWW.VIKOMINSTITUTE.COM
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Important Links
1.

Want to Join the course register after 25/12/2014 on
WWW.VIKOMINSTITUTE.COM

2.

for free videos click on
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFBsZeBNP8SDXN0dWnhK1Wg

3.

For any query regarding course on excel email us at info@vikominstitute.com
we will revert you.

4.

Want cool excel tricks then like us on face book and get daily updates
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Excel-Tricks/297136933632952?ref=hl

5. Want personal assistance in excel then send friend request on
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006721457610
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100003311036370
6.

Want excel files prepared by others and us then join
https://www.facebook.com/groups/736179439791088/
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